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Learning Objectives

What do you expect / hope to learn in the 
TU Delft Software Architecture Course?
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[ Actual Answers from 2020 ]
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Architecture in Context

• What problem will the system solve?
• What are the key capabilities and properties that will generate value?
• In what context will the system operate?
• How will this context evolve the upcoming years?

• How should the system be structured?
• So that it realizes the required capabilities and properties
• Now and in the future

• Who will create and evolve the system?
• Which team roles are to be distinguished?
• How do the people in the teams cooperate?
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The Architecture of a System 
(IEEE Definition)

• The set of fundamental concepts or properties 

• of the system in its environment, 

• embodied in its elements and relationships, 

• and the principles of its design and evolution.
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Reliable Knowledge

What is reliable knowledge in software architecture?

What does it take to increase our 
knowledge on software architecture?
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- Systems that we know how to build
- Systems that we have not yet built, 

but know the process
- Systems we dream about

-- Grady Booch



Post Positivism

• Conjectures and Refutations: 
The growth of scientific knowledge

• Testing of hypotheses

• A priori use of theory

Not the dominant paradigm in (software) engineering
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Pragmatism

• Clarify meanings of intellectual concepts by tracing out their 
“conceivable practical consequences”  (Charles Pierce, 1905)

• Pragmatism ... does not insist upon antecedent phenomena 
but upon consequent phenomena; 

Not upon the precedents but on the possibilities of action
(John Dewey, 1931)
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Knowledge Sources

• Theory: 
• Battle-tested knowledge that has proven effective in the past
• Frameworks, patterns, processes, ...

• Practice / Experience
• Engineers who learned from their own experience
• Engineers who reflect on their own and others way of working

• Research
• Data collection, hypotheses generation, process support ...
• At the boundaries of what we presently know (... and possibly wrong)
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Learning About Architecture

1. Just do it: Engage in architectural activities in realistic setting

2. Study / internalize existing theories and approaches

3. Confront the two with each other

• How does this theory really work?

• Does this theory apply to my system? Why? Why not?

Thesis: Theory

Anti-Thesis: Practice

Synthesis: Understanding
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Learning Theories through Practice!

• Choose an open source system, from GitHub

• Study its architecture in depth

• Study to what extent architectural theories apply 
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Software Architecture = Team Work

• Few systems are built by a single person
• The architecture is a means of communicating important design 

decisions

• Therefore, all assignments done in teams.

• Teams of 4 (4 != 3, 4 != 5, 4 != 2+2)
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Team Composition

• Aim for diversity
• Git knowledge
• Programming language expertise
• Bachelor background
• Current master (track)

• Brightspace discussion forum “Partners Wanted”
• Form your group on Brightspace (Collaboration / Groups)
• DEADLINE: Monday February 17, 17:00
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Assignment 0.1: Team Selects Project!

• Could in principle be any project
• You should be excited about it
• Project should be under active development (> 1 pull requests / day)
• Project should be sufficiently complex (not docs only, e.g.)
• Project should be open to outsiders (check CONTRIBUTING.md)
• Project should not be used years 2018 or 2019 (check DESOSA)
• Use Brightspace “Claim your project” forum.
• DEADLINE: Monday February 17, 17:00
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Generated list of ~40 projects on course page

https://brightspace.tudelft.nl/d2l/le/197146/discussions/topics/30295/View


Assignment 0.2: Manage your Time!

• Considerable freedom (own initiative) in what you do

• You need to explain how you spent your time

• 5 EC = 140 hours; In 8 week course = 17.5 hours per week!

• Per student: short, reflective journal, commit one entry per week
• Track how many hours you spent
• Main activities conducted
• Main output produced
• Summary of key things learned
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Open Learning & Learning from your Peers

• This course is open by design
– You learn from what others are doing
– You share your work with others

• Work-in-progress writing is visible within course only

• Your interaction with open source systems is public
• You can decide if you want to make your writings public
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All Communication: Mattermost
• https://mattermost.ewi.tudelft.nl/sa-2019-2020/

• Town Hall – main channel
• Off-Topic – your random noise
• Team-XYZ (public)
– Main communication hub for your team
– Accessible to all; others can help / learn

• Use mattermost to 
– leave an evidence trail of you work.
– Integrate with other teams

20

See registration link on 
BrightSpace
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Assignments E1-E4: (Technical) Essay Writing

Each team writes four essays (1000-1500 words):

1. the product vision, including required capabilities, roadmap, 
product context, and stakeholder analysis.

2. architectural decisions made, including system decomposition, 
tradeoff points, as well as architectural styles and patterns adopted.

3. quality control and assessment; and
4. a deeper analysis based on the lectures or other relevant material 

specific to the system of choice;
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Kruchten’s “4+1 Views”
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IEEE Software, November 1995



[ Intermezzo: E3 Quality Assessment  with SIG ]
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Componentization of a Software System

• Important to measure related architectural aspects that I will 
explain and share with you in 2 weeks (Lecture of February 26)

• Useful for the remainder phases/assignments of your project
• Will help you answering questions like: 
– How does each component interact with each other? 
– Is this supposed to be the case?
– Can we identify possible improvements or can we learn 

something?



Why you need to do it?

Component



Why you need to do it?



Need help?
• I’ll be sharing a guideline on how to identify system components

• Discuss first within your team and then try to draft a first componentization

• Still stuck? -> #system-component in Mattermost

• A good idea is to join the channel so that you learn from other projects and you can 
help each other

• We will have ~25 projects, so we cannot pinpoint ALL your issues because of time 
reasons



Assignments E1-E4: (Technical) Essay Writing

Each team writes four essays (1000-1500 words):

1. the product vision, including required capabilities, roadmap, 
product context, and stakeholder analysis.

2. architectural decisions made, including system decomposition, 
tradeoff points, as well as architectural styles and patterns adopted.

3. quality control and assessment; and
4. a deeper analysis based on the lectures or other relevant material 

specific to the system of choice;
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General Essay Requirements

• Sentences, paragraphs, and sections are coherent. They naturally 
build upon each other and work towards a clear message.
• The arguments are sound, and of adequate technical depth.
• The English writing is grammatically correct
• The text clearly references any sources it builds upon
• The essay has a voice of its own, and is original in its approach
• It is independently readable
• It uses meaningful and appealing images or infographics.
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Public Writing makes Better Writers

• Objective 1: Write for the course
• Objective 2: Write for the world

• Throughout the course, your team can make your work available

• Delft Students on Software Architecture (DESOSA)
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DESOSA: Past / Present

Past
• Book with chapters
• One chapter per team
• Each team own git repo
• Book published after course
• Graded by teachers

• Teams can opt-out
• All documents in markdown

Present
• Collection of essays (blogs)
• Four essays per team
• All teams in one shared git repo
• Blogs shared during course
• Peer review

• Teams can opt-out
• All documents in markdown
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Learn from Open Source Architects:
Offer them a Contribution

• Make a useful contribution to the 
system you study

• Offer it to the system’s architects as a 
pull request

• They will discuss it with you, 
… and hopefully merge it.

Get in touch with the 
architects!

Make them read your work

Interview them for your blog?!
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Contributions in Earlier Years

• Around 3-4 pull requests per team made 
• Around half of them merged

• Refactorings, bug fixes, documentation, features
• Docker, Jekyll, JUnit5, yarn, …

• Start small (“micro-contribution”) and EARLY
• Be professional, polite and efficient
• Follow development guidelines (CONTRIBUTING.md)
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Closing Day: April 3

• Poster session
• Poster “competition”
– Teams will rank / evaluate three other posters
– Awards for overall top 3

• Drinks

• [ Details will follow ]
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The good software architect is 
hungry for new knowledge

What would you ask if you could talk
to a top-architect from IBM?
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Architecture Defined

Architecture represents 
the significant design decisions 

that shape a system
where significant is measured 

by cost of change

(Grady Booch, March 2006)

49Grady Booch, ACM/IEEE/IBM Fellow
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Architecting the Unknown

... where science moves from the unknown to the known, 
we in computing are largely moving 

from the known to the unknown

and in many ways we are constrained 
by [...] our own imagination

55Grady Booch – SATURN 2016 keynote



Preparation (I): Watch before February 14

• SATURN 2016 keynote: Architecting the Unknown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ3v5cSNcB8

• ICSE SEIP 2015 keynote: The Future of Software Engineering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1TGJJ-F-fE

• TED 2016: Don’t Fear Superintelligent AI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0HsPBKfhoI
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Preparation II

• Think of questions you’d like to ask.

• Grady expects you to be curious and critical

• Share on Mattermost #ama channel.

• During AMA, you’ll get opportunity to ask them yourself
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